Determining life-stage groups and extrapolating nutrient intake values (NIVs).
The derivation of reference values in 11 current dietary reference standards is often based on methods of extrapolation or interpolation, but these are not consistent across reports. Such methods are frequently employed to derive nutrient intake values (NIVs) for infants and children owing to the paucity of relevant research data available. The most common method is to extrapolate values for children down from those of adults, employing a weight or metabolic factor and adjusting for growth. In some instances, values for young children are extrapolated up from infants, values for adults are extrapolated up from children, or values for older adults are extrapolated up from young adults. Extrapolation is employed to estimate not only nutrient requirement or adequate intake but also the upper tolerable levels of intake. Extrapolation methods may also form the basis of estimates of tissue deposition of nutrients during growth in children and for the maternal/fetal dyad in pregnancy with adjustments for metabolic efficiency. Likewise, recommended intakes during lactation are extrapolated from known secretion of the nutrient in milk with adjustments for bioavailability. For future dietary standards, a first priority is to obtain relevant scientific data using current methodology, such as stable isotope tracers, body composition analysis, and appropriate biomarkers, from which NIVs for each age group can be derived. Extrapolation to derive an NIV is only acceptable in the sheer absence of sound scientific data and must be modeled with a consistent approach. For the purpose of harmonization of dietary standards, we recommend the following approaches that should be clearly described in reports: standardization of age groups on a biological basis (growth and pubertal stages) with consideration of relevant developmental milestones throughout childhood; application of internationally accepted standards for growth, body size, body composition, fetal and maternal nutrient accretion in pregnancy, and milk composition; and inclusion of appropriate adjustments (metabolic efficiency, weight change, or physical activity).